translators encountered several problems in conveying the meaning of these texts available in the epoch, others to the ideal of literal translation, to the principle of legitimacy or to the relatively poor development of Romanian
1.
into Romanian language date from the sixteenth century and, as a matter of fact, least among those preserved until the present day.
1 Therefore, these translations several problems due to certain disadvantages pertaining to the target language these translations are translations of religious texts, 2 the nature of translation into Romanian in the old period. Hence, these translations translations, but, apart from that, they also have certain particular characteristics.
rather than collective translational norms, models and behaviour, since they may translations, unlike Bible translations in other vernacular languages, the ideal of literal translation, apart from continuing a tradition meant to legitimate the target lacked in means of expression appropriate for the translation of the biblical texts century yet, certain direct or indirect traces regarding the translators' conception of translation phenomena may be found in either their testimony expressed in the Preface of a translation, or in their concrete translation solutions they translators, as in the sixteenth century the Romanian translators' choice for 
2.
origin in these texts, after the Slavonic elements. Naturally, their proportion also varies according to the source language of the translation. Romanian translations of a Bible Translation engages the translator in selection operations in order to respond to 3 recorded a priori linguistic infra 3. In a target-oriented approach, the target text is interpreted as a result of as a cause for the introduction of changes into the target system. In this regard, system by enlarging its synonymic series in order for it to become an instrument The translator as a target culture agent negotiates contextual constraints pertaining to the target culture in its historical, geographical, social and especially given the context of Romanian-Hungarian bilingualism in the region CB, CC 2 , CP and certain texts from CS of the system -are neither futile nor peripheral since they are part of the regional elements of the translation, i.e. they solve a problem arising in the source text, 
3.4.
territorial variety of the spoken Hungarian language, the selection of this a priori material must have been governed by other factors. In this case, the translation decision might have been less constrained in the sense that translators could rather a strategy to accomplish a translation as felicitous as possible.
3.4.1.
source, lexical units of the source language are substituted by corresponding units in the target language. Naturally, a descriptive study "should start from target text is not a mere reproduction of the source text. Given the systemic tends to be transformed or ignored in translation, being substituted by habitual origin, although its etymon is found in the source text. In this case, the choice CV their synonyms to denote the same extralinguistic reality, forming series such as:
-ferecare -'cunningness'; 'to reside, to live'; a (se) mîntui -'to redeem'; a ponoslui --a oblici -a cleveti 'to reproach, to insult'; neam 'nation, ancestry'; tar 'load'; a 'to deny'; -
Hungarian origin Romanian language its older synonym of Slavonic origin 'to redeem', 'to redeem' in later stages of the Romanian language evolution. In other cases, the Hungarian , feleleat 'utility' 'number', tar 'load' regular use and norm of the local dialects.
because they are important in any inherent sense, but because they are assigned
3.4.2.
by the translators' attempts to render a meaning of the source text as precise 
3.4.4.
Romanian translators seem to assume roles other than that of a translator, strictly speaking. While in the case of the segment: 'Restless and PO, Gen correspond to a translation task since the source text imposes the presence of both Nyughatatlan es Budoso instance, the use of haszna , although in Romanian there existed folos 'utility', and especially in the context of the latter one -see in: Folosuri hasne PO, Preface synonyms has specialized its meaning, nor have they semantically overloaded spoken local dialect, perceived, probably, as according to the regional norm. Thus, Romanian translators might have intended here to enrich a certain synonymic religious content. An argument of this claim might be the fact that the Hungarian as its Romanian counterpart, being used as synonyms in the given passage. This is the case of 'number', in: Sama
PO,
Preface of 'shelter', in: 'Number of shelters PO, Preface 'adversary', in: protivitoriu 'adversary shall be to its adversaries' PO, Ex 6 In these contexts, there are multiple explanations for the use of the Hungarian norm and, as such, they are common and natural elements either in the creative 6 ellensege leszec a te ellensegednec 'I shall be lexemes protivitoriu 'enemy, adversary' and 'revenge' too, included in the passage: Sta-voiu PO, Gen. boszszut álloc position in the system being more common than the former one. Additionally, it might have felt their native language to be less developed in this respect, at least compared to the source languages.
4.
strategy, i.e. a planned, tactics 7 As a strategy, they stand PO, Hungarian source language structures are, occasionally, so conspicuously imitated in the target text
The translator may manipulate the linguistic material in order to produce an appropriate target text segment. Some of these strategies are globally implemented, as a result of controlled, conscious processes employed to solve local problems. the selection of these lexical items could have been an uncontrolled or automated translator. Being a bilingual speaker and an exponent of a certain regional dialect, he 7 strategy, technique, tactic etc. see also Yves Gambier.
to the translator, but the chosen solution might become problematic for the reader for readers from other linguistic areas, but also for the ones belonging to the same translations. Thus, translators had to ensure the readers about the credibility of the text, on the one hand, and to provide them intelligibility, on the other hand, since the Hungarian Bible need to intelligibility prevailed.
the choice of target textual-linguistic material to replace the one found in the source text. Some of the target language solutions provided by the translators are retrieved through automatic or routine processes, given their bilingual status.
or potentially conscious and conscious strategies, according to their situation. 
